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Abstract: In this work we demonstrate that the specific mechanical properties of polylactic acid (PLA) can be 

enhanced by leveraging a combination of (a) additive manufacturing (3D printing) and (b) initial post-tensioning of 

continuous natural-fiber reinforcement. In this study both tensile and flexural PLA specimens with different cross-

sectional geometries were 3D-printed with and without post-tensioning ducts. The mechanical properties of two 

continuous reinforcing fiber strands (i.e., jute, flax) were experimentally characterized prior to threading, post-

tensioning to a prescribed level of stress, and securing in place with 3D-printed anchors. The effect of fiber type, 

matrix cross-sectional geometry, number of reinforcing strands, and degree of post-tensioning on the specific 

mechanical properties (i.e., strength-, stiffness-, rigidity-to-weight) of PLA were investigated using both tensile and 

flexural mechanical testing. Experimental results confirmed that additive manufacturing alone can improve the 

specific tensile and flexural mechanical properties of PLA and that these properties are further improved via initial 

mechanical prestressing of natural fiber reinforcement. Data indicate increases of 116% and 62% for tensile specific 

strength and stiffness and 12% and 10% for flexural specific strength and rigidity, respectively, compared to solid, 

unreinforced PLA. A theoretical model of the prestressed composite tensile response was employed and found to 

accurately predict (<10% error) improvements in mechanical behavior. 

Keywords: B. Mechanical Properties; D. Analytical Modeling; E. 3-D Printing; Natural Fibers (nominated keyword). 

1. Introduction 

Polymers and composites from renewable resources are being engineered for target applications in the automotive, 

construction, and packaging industries at historically high rates to address growing environmental concerns of a 

globally unsustainable dependence on petroleum-based resources and to counter the proliferation of synthetic 

polymers and plastics in the environment. A variety of natural alternatives to synthetic fibers (e.g., carbon, glass, 

aramid) and petroleum-based polymers (e.g., polypropylene, polyethylene) have been evaluated for natural fiber-
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reinforced composite applications [1-7]. Previous work has focused primarily on material property characterization 

of isotropic, short-fiber composites made with natural fibers (e.g., hemp, flax, jute, sisal, henequen, wood) [8-12]. 

Investigations have also been carried out on pultruded hybrid specimens (not fully biobased) of hemp and 

continuous glass fibers [13] and woven jute, sisal, hemp, and flax [14]. Recently, woven hemp linen and jute burlap 

have been used as reinforcement in fully biobased composites with resins of poly(lactic acid) (PLA), 

poly(hydroxybutyrate) (PHB), and their copolymers [15-17]. 

     The mechanical properties of these fully biobased composites vary widely with many achieving properties 

similar to (or exceeding) wood and engineered wood products [18-22]. For example, Christian and Billington [15] 

reported an average flexural strength and flexural modulus of 65 MPa and 6500 MPa, respectively, for a hemp fiber-

reinforced PHB composite. In comparison, the flexural strengths and flexural moduli of plywood and pine are 

approximately 27 MPa and 40-55 MPa and 10000 MPa and 9000 MPa, respectively [15]. The relative densities of 

biobased composites, however, can be three times the density of wood or engineered wood materials. For example, 

the hemp fiber-reinforced PHB composite reported by Christian and Billington exhibited a density of 1270-1310 

kg/m
3
, whereas plywood and pine have densities of 400-810 kg/m

3
 and 450 kg/m

3
, respectively [10,23]. 

     Natural fibers from plants and animals exhibit good tensile mechanical properties (e.g., strength, stiffness), 

adding to other positive environmental and economic attributes such as low cost, rapid renewability, and worldwide 

availability [3,6,18,19]. When natural fibers are incorporated into a high-density polymer-matrix composite, 

however, the overall composite may have reduced specific (weight-normalized) properties in comparison to the 

individual constituents. For example, hemp fiber has a tensile strength between 600 and 900 MPa, while reported 

hemp fiber-reinforced composites exhibit an average tensile strength of only 56 MPa [10,23-25], thus demonstrating 

that the high specific mechanical properties of natural fibers may not be fully utilized in traditional composite form.  

1.1.  Potential for prestressed natural fiber composites (NFCs) 

Previous research has shown that reductions in density and improvements in specific mechanical properties of high-

density biopolymers and NFCs can be achieved by foaming [26,27] and engineering foam-core sandwich structures 

[18]. Past studies have also investigated the effect of fiber prestressing on the mechanical behavior of synthetic 

fibers, namely glass [28], ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene [29], and nylon-kevlar [30] fiber composites. In 

previous ply- and laminate-level studies of synthetic FRPs, Motahhari and Cameron [28] found that the flexural 

modulus and strength of glass-epoxy composites increased 33% through initial fiber prestressing. The experimental 
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data also indicated a fiber prestressing level (50% of ultimate stress) at which flexural properties reached maximum 

values. Similarly, another study demonstrated that prestressing unidirectional glass fibers increases the flexural 

deflection and strength of polymer-based dental resins by 60% and 30%, respectively [31]. 

     Given the proven success of prestressing synthetic fibers [32-34], the high stiffness and strength of natural fibers, 

and the ability of additive manufacturing to form complex, structural geometries, a potential exists to improve the 

specific mechanical properties of NFCs through a combination of 3D printing and natural fiber post-tensioning, 

particularly for high-density polymers with higher ultimate strengths in compression than tension. However, to the 

authors’ knowledge, the feasibility of prestressing natural fibers for high-performance NFCs has neither been 

experimentally nor theoretically substantiated. 

1.2. Scope of work 

The objective of this study was to demonstrate that the specific mechanical properties of high-density biopolymers 

(i.e., PLA) and natural-fiber composites thereof can be improved by (a) leveraging additive manufacturing (3D 

printing) capabilities and (b) applying a prestressing technique to the continuous natural fiber reinforcement. In this 

work, the ultimate tensile strength and stiffness of both jute and flax continuous fiber strands were first characterized 

via mechanical testing. Tension and flexural PLA specimens were then 3D printed with and without post-tensioning 

ducts. Fiber strands were then threaded through the ducts, stressed to prescribed levels of pretensioning, and affixed 

into place using 3D-printed anchors. The specific (weight-normalized) tensile and flexural mechanical properties of 

solid PLA composites were then characterized and compared to samples with and without initial fiber prestressing. 

Finally, experimental mechanical results of both fibers and the PLA matrix were used to validate a theoretical model 

that was derived to predict the specific tensile mechanical strength and stiffness properties of the prestressed NFCs. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials 

Polylactic acid (PLA) was supplied in filament form (1.8 mm diameter) by MakerBot Industries, LLC. The PLA 

filament was reported to have a tensile strength of 66 MPa, a compressive strength of 94 MPa, a glass transition 

temperature (Tg) of 60-65°C, and a melting temperature (Tm) of 150-160°C. Natural jute and flax fiber strands were 

commercially obtained from a local hardware supply store. The continuous jute fiber strands consisted of five small 

bundles of approximately 100 individual fibers loosely spun into one strand (2.0 mm diameter). The continuous flax 

fiber strands consisted of 4 small bundles of approximately 30 individual fibers tightly spun into one strand (0.5 mm 

diameter). The ambient moisture contents of the jute and flax fiber strands were 9.7% and 11.3%, respectively. 
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2.2 Experimental methods 

2.2.1 Tensile specimen manufacture 

PLA tensile dogbone specimens were computer-modeled according to the required geometry outlined in ASTM 

D638 and 3D-printed using a MakerBot 5
th

-Generation Replicator Desktop 3D printer. As suggested by the 

manufacturer, the extruder temperature, resolution, and print speed were set to 215°C, 0.2 mm, and 60 mm/s, 

respectively, for the PLA filament. Specimens were printed in a room-temperature environment at ambient-humidity 

conditions. Two types of cross-sectional geometries were considered for the tensile specimens: (a) solid cross-

sections (5 mm x 15 mm) and (b) cross-sections (5 mm x 15 mm) containing three (3) equally spaced 3 mm-

diameter post-tensioning ducts. The specimens were 3D-printed in an orientation that created individual layers 

parallel to the longitudinal axial direction of each specimen. The 3D-printing process required approximately four 

(4) hours for each tensile specimen. A summary of the six (6) classes of tensile specimens is presented in Table 1.    

     One (1) class of jute-reinforced specimens was prepared (T-J1) using a fiber prestress level of 50% of the 

ultimate fiber tensile strength, σu. Due to size limitations, one (1) jute fiber strand per duct (3 total strands) was used 

for the T-J1 specimens. Three (3) classes of flax-reinforced specimens were considered. Six (6) flax fiber strands per 

duct (18 total strands) were used for the first (T-F1) (25% σu) and second class (T-F2) (50% σu) and eight (8) flax 

fiber strands per duct (24 total strands) for the third class (T-F3) (50% σu) of flax-reinforced specimens. After 

threading the fiber strands through the ducts and anchoring one end with a knot, the fiber strands were post-

tensioned using an Instron 5869 Universal Testing Machine. One end of the dogbone specimens was affixed in the 

machine grips, while the fiber strands on the free end were fixed in the opposite grip. After pre-tensioning the fiber 

strands, the machine was paused so that 3D-printed anchors could be fitted to the free end of the specimen. Since the 

fiber strands remain unbonded to the PLA inside the ducts, these anchors ensured that the fiber strands are in their 

initial stressed state in order to reduce loss of prestressing force in the fiber reinforcement once the mechanical force 

was released from the fiber reinforcement. 

Table 1. Tensile specimen summary indicating geometry, reinforcement type, and prescribed post-tensioning.  

Specimen 

Nomenclature 
Cross-section 

Number of 

ducts 

Reinforcement 

fiber 

Number of fiber 

strands per duct 

Number of fiber 

strands 

Post-tension force 

(N, %σu) 

 
T-S1 Solid rectangle 0 None 0 0 0 

 
T-U1 Ducted rectangle 3 None 0 0 0 

 
T-J1 Ducted rectangle 3 Jute 1 3 400 N, 50% 

 
T-F1 Ducted rectangle 3 Flax 6 18 275 N, 25% 

 
T-F2 Ducted rectangle 3 Flax 6 18 550 N, 50% 

 
T-F3 Ducted rectangle 3 Flax 8 24 730 N, 50% 
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2.2.2 Flexural specimen manufacture 

Similarly, flexural PLA matrices (I-beams) were computer-modeled and 3D-printed using a MakerBot 5
th

-

Generation Replicator Desktop 3D printer. As suggested by the manufacturer, the extruder temperature, resolution, 

and print speed were set to 215 °C, 0.2 mm, and 60 mm/s, respectively, for the PLA filament. Specimens were 

printed in a room-temperature environment at ambient-humidity conditions. The specimens were 3D-printed in an 

orientation that created layers of PLA parallel to the longitudinal axial direction of each specimen. The 3D-printing 

process required approximately eight (8) hours for each flexural specimen. 

     The four (4) classes of flexural specimens are summarized in Table 2. All specimens were designed to have 

similar ducted I-shape cross-sectional geometries to isolate improvements in mechanical properties from fiber 

prestressing alone, rather than changes in cross-sectional geometry. The I-beam cross-sections had nominal depths 

of 25 mm, widths of 15 mm, and 5 mm flange and web thicknesses. Post-tensioning ducts were 3 mm in diameter. 

The total length of the flexural specimens was 190 mm. After 3D printing, the same fiber strand threading, 

prestressing, and anchoring technique used to fabricate the tensile specimens was employed. The prestressing 

technique for flexural beam specimens is shown schematically in Figure 1, along with examples of the resulting 3D-

printed flexural specimens with and without fiber reinforcement. First, the PLA I-beam matrices were 3D-printed 

with smooth, continuous post-tensioning ducts. Then, the fibers were threaded through the ducts, anchored on one 

end, post-tensioned to a prescribed level of stress, and anchored into place without adhesive bonding between the 

ducts and fiber strands. Finally, the fibers were released, resulting in NFCs in an initially compressed stress state. 

       
 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the fiber post-tensioning process and (b) 3D-printed NFC flexural specimen with (left) 

and without fiber reinforcement (right). Scale bar = 1 cm.  

 

     As shown in Table 2, two (2) classes of flax-reinforced I-beam specimens (8 strands per duct) were stressed to 

prescribed fiber prestress levels of 25% (F-F1) and 50% (F-F2) of the fiber ultimate tensile strength. 

Post-tensioned 
Flax Fibers 

Post-tensioning Anchors 

3D-Printed PLA Matrix 

Post-tensioning 
Ducts 

Post-tensioned Natural-Fiber Composite (Unbonded) 
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Table 2. Flexure specimen summary indicating levels of prescribed fiber post-tensioning. Flax 

fiber reinforcing strands consisted of continuous, bundled yarns. 

Specimen 

Nomenclature 
Cross-section 

Number of 

ducts 

Reinforcement 

fiber 

Number of fiber 

strands per duct 

Number of fiber 

strands 

per specimen 

Post-tension force 

(N, %σu) 

 
F-S1 Solid I-shape 0 None 0 0 0 

 
F-U1 Ducted I-shape 3 None 0 0 0 

 
F-F1 Ducted I-shape 3 Flax 8 24 365 N, 25% 

  F-F2 Ducted I-shape 3 Flax 8 24 730 N, 50% 

 

2.2.3 Mechanical Characterization 

2.2.3.1. Natural fiber tensile mechanical properties 

To determine appropriate force (and stress) levels for fiber prestressing, single fiber-strand tensile tests were 

conducted according to a modified ASTM D2256 using an Instron 5869 Universal Testing Machine to characterize 

the bulk tensile strength and stiffness of individual jute and flax fiber constituents. Five (5) samples of jute and flax 

fiber strands were tested at a displacement-controlled rate of 0.1 mm/s. Details on calculating the ultimate fiber 

tensile strength and tensile stiffness (modulus) of each fiber sample have been reported elsewhere [20]. 

2.2.3.2. PLA compressive mechanical properties 

Given that differences often exist between reported and actual mechanical properties of commercial biopolymers 

[35], compression tests were conducted to characterize the compression mechanical properties of PLA. Five (5) non-

slender, rectangular prisms of PLA with dimensions 12.7 x 12.7 x 25.4 mm were 3D-printed using the same settings 

as previously described and tested to failure using an Instron 5869 Universal Testing Machine in accordance with 

ASTM D695 using a displacement-controlled rate of 0.025 mm/s. The matrix compressive strength,    (MPa) was 

determined by dividing the peak compressive force, Pmax (N), by the original cross-sectional area, A (mm
2
).  

2.2.3.3. Unstressed and prestressed NFC tensile mechanical properties 

All tensile composite specimens were tested using an Instron 5869 Universal Testing Machine using a displacement-

controlled rate of 0.05 mm/s. Each specimen was tested in triplicate. The strength and modulus were calculated for 

each tensile specimen, from which strength- and stiffness-to-weight ratios (i.e., tensile mechanical properties 

normalized by specimen weight) were determined.  

     The tensile strength-to-weight ratio,     (MPa/g), of each specimen was determined by dividing the peak tensile 

force, Pmax (N), by both the cross sectional area, A (mm
2
), and the specimen weight, W (g). The tensile stiffness-to-

weight ratio,     (MPa/g) for each tensile specimen was calculated by dividing the initial slope of the force 

displacement curve between 10% and 40% of the ultimate peak load, C (N/mm) and the extensometer gauge length, 
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L (mm), by both the cross sectional area, A (mm
2
), and the specimen weight, W (g). The range of C was chosen to 

consistently define the elastic regime for all composite samples investigated herein.  

2.2.3.4. Unstressed and prestressed NFC flexural mechanical properties 

All flexural composite specimens were tested in three-point bending with a span length of 160 mm and a 

displacement-controlled rate of 0.05 mm/s using an Instron 5869 Universal Testing Machine. Each specimen was 

tested in triplicate. The flexural strength of the specimens was calculated based on the method of transformed 

sections, which is commonly implemented for prestressed reinforced concrete sections and outlined in the Precast 

Concrete Institute (PCI) Design Handbook [36]. A graphical representation of the flexural stress distribution that 

occurs within the cross-section of the prestressed NFC flexural specimens is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Graphic representation of the stress distribution in prestressed natural-fiber composite beams. 

     The flexural stresses in the top edge,     , bottom edge,     , and fiber reinforcement,   , were determined 

according to the following equations: 

       
    

  
  

 

 
      Eq. 1 

       
    

  
  

 

 
      Eq. 2 

       
    

  
  

 

 
           Eq. 3 

where:  

  
     

 
    and      

  

 
 

in three-point bending and where   is the prestress force applied to the fiber reinforcement,   is the distance from 

the center of the reinforcement to the neutral axis of the cross section, M is the maximum applied moment,      is 

the maximum load from the flexure test,   is the 160 mm span length, and S is the section modulus, defined as the 
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ratio of the transformed moment of inertia,   , and the distance from the desired location to the neutral axis,  . The 

modular ratio,  , is the ratio of the elastic moduli of the fiber,   , and PLA matrix,   . 

     The experimentally obtained flexural rigidity, EIf, for each sample was calculated according to: 

    
   

  
          Eq. 4 

Where C is the slope of a linear regression based on the load-displacement data between 10% and 40% of the 

maximum applied load and corresponding displacement. The flexural strength-to-weight ratio,   
 , and rigidity-to-

weight ratio,    
 , were calculated according to: 

  
  

    

 
             Eq. 5 

   
  

   

 
             Eq. 6 

where   is specimen weight (g). 

2.3 Theoretical modeling 

Predictive analytical equations for tensile strength- and stiffness-to-weight ratio were derived using the variables 

shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Summary of input variables for derivation of theoretical model for predicting the specific tensile 

mechanical properties of prestressed NFCs. 

Variable Unit Description 

  N Externally applied composite tensile force 

   N Ultimate composite tensile force 

   MPa Applied tensile stress in matrix 

    MPa Ultimate tensile strength of matrix 

   mm2 Net cross-sectional area of matrix 

   MPa Tensile modulus of matrix 

   MPa Applied tensile stress in fiber 

    MPa Ultimate tensile strength of fiber 

   mm2 Total area of fiber reinforcement 

  mm Diameter of single fiber 

   MPa Tensile modulus of fiber 

  - Number of fiber strands in cross-section 

  g Specimen weight 

   N Initial fiber prestressing force 

   N Equilibrium prestressing force 

The mathematical prediction of tensile strength-to-weight ratio was derived from first-principles of force 

equilibrium. The applied tensile load,  , can be expressed in terms of the force in the matrix, force in the fiber 

strands, and the equilibrium force,   , due to initial fiber prestressing: 

                            Eq. 7 
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The derivation included the following assumptions: (1) matrix failure occurs first (which was experimentally 

observed), (2) fibers are circular in geometry, (3) both fiber and matrix materials behave perfectly elastically, and 

(4) both matrix and fiber reinforcement experience equal strain at failure. Thus, assuming equal strain at failure and 

linear elasticity (Hooke’s law) for both fiber and matrix yields: 

   

  
 

   

  
           Eq. 8 

Thus, the ultimate composite tensile load,   , can be expressed as: 

             
    

 
 

  

  
                Eq. 9 

where the quantity in brackets is equal to the total area of natural fiber reinforcement, Af.  

     To determine the equilibrium force (  ) resulting from the initial fiber prestressing force (  ), first, the initial 

strain in the fiber after initial prestressing,    , was calculated according to the following equation: 

    
   

      
                Eq. 10 

from which the equilibrium force between the matrix and prestressed fiber strands after release (resulting from 

elastic shortening) can be determined: 

   
   

      
  

 

      
 

 

    
 
  

          Eq. 11 

Substituting Eq. 11 into the previous ultimate tensile load equation (Eq. 9) and simplifying yields: 

          
    

 

  

  
       

    

   

  

  
 
  

     Eq. 12 

Normalizing Eq. 12 by cross-sectional area and dividing by specimen weight gives the equations for composite 

tensile strength-to-weight ratio,    : 

    
  

 
 

   

 
   

    

   

  

  
          

    

 

  

  
  

  

          Eq. 13 

Employing a simple isostrain rule-of-mixtures (Voigt model), the effective composite tensile modulus,     , can be 

computed by: 

     
         

     
      Eq. 14 

Normalizing by specimen weight and substituting the equation for total area of fiber reinforcement, Af, the 

composite tensile stiffness-to-weight ratio,    , is expressed as: 

    
    

 
       

    

 
          

    

 
  

  

         Eq. 15 
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3. Experimental and Theoretical Results 

3.1 Constituent Mechanical properties 

Mechanical property (i.e., tensile strength, tensile stiffness) results from the single fiber strand tensile tests for jute 

and flax and the compressive test for PLA are shown in Table 4. As expected, the results illustrate that the tightly 

wound continuous flax fiber strands were stronger and stiffer than the loosely bound jute fiber strands. On average, 

the tensile strength and tensile stiffness of the jute fiber strands were 75.0 MPa and 4375 MPa, respectively, 

compared to 266.1 MPa and 17285 MPa for the flax fiber strands. As anticipated, large variations were exhibited, 

particularly for the flax fiber strands, which can be attributed to a variety of growth and processing parameters, 

including fiber chemistry, size, moisture content, and treatments [37]. Given that the flax fiber strands were, on 

average, stronger and stiffer than the jute fiber strands, it was hypothesized that flax would be more effective in a 

prestressed-fiber composite application where high tensile strengths are required.  

Table 4. Constituent mechanical properties. 

Property 
Matrix Reinforcement 

PLA Jute Flax 

Tensile Strength (MPa) 37.4 ± 7.2 75.0 ± 10.3 266.1 ± 91.4 

Modulus of Elasticity (MPa) 3053  ± 112 4375 ± 373 17285 ± 2442 

Compressive Strength (MPa) 66.0 ± 1.1 - - 

 

The computed average compressive strength of the solid PLA specimens was 66.0 MPa. An initial comparison of 

this result with the average tensile strengths obtained for the solid cross-section tensile specimens (see Section 3.2) 

indicated that this particular PLA matrix material was 76% stronger in compression than in tension, thus rendering it 

a good candidate for improved mechanical behavior via initial fiber prestressing. 

3.2 Tensile properties of prestressed NFCs 

Representative tensile stress-strain relationships of the unreinforced (T-U1), 25% prestressed flax (six (6) fiber 

strands per duct) (T-F1), and 50% prestressed flax (eight (8) strands per duct) (T-F3) tensile specimens are shown in 

Figure 3. The stress-strain behaviors demonstrate increases in ultimate tensile strength and stiffness with the 

incorporation of prestressed flax fiber strands from the unreinforced case (i.e., T-U1 vs. T-F1). Furthermore, it is 

evident from these representative stress-strain behaviors that ultimate tensile strength and stiffness are further 

improved with additional fiber reinforcing strands and higher levels of prestressing (i.e., T-F1 vs. T-F3). All 

specimens indicated a failure mode of brittle fracture of the matrix, where the matrix failed in tension before the 

fibers ruptured. The mode of failure suggests that the prescribed level of prestressing for all composites could be 

further increased, which may lead to additional improvements in ultimate strength and stiffness.  
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Figure 3. Representative tensile stress-strain relationships for T-U1 (▬ ● ▬), T-F1 (▬  ▬), and T-F3 (▬) 

composite specimens. 

 

     Ultimate tensile strength, tensile modulus, tensile strength-to-weight ratio (σ’t), tensile stiffness-to-weight ratio 

(E’t), and percent (%) increase from the solid, unreinforced PLA sample (T-S1) are presented in Table 5 for all 

unstressed and prestressed tensile specimens. The data indicate that all of the ducted sections (with and without fiber 

strands) result in higher specific properties than the solid PLA sample (T-S1). For example, the increase in σ’t and 

E’t from T-S1 to the unreinforced ducted cross-section (T-U1) was approximately 64% and 30%, respectively.   

Table 5. Average specific tensile mechanical properties of solid (T-S1), unreinforced (T-U1) and prestressed jute 

and flax natural fiber-reinforced PLA composites.  

Property 
Tensile Specimen 

T-S1 T-U1 T-J1 T-F1 T-F2 T-F3 

Cross Sectional Geometry 
      

Tensile Strength, σ (MPa) 37.4 ± 7.2 38.8 ± 6.4 40.8 ± 4.3 49.7 ± 2.0 46.4 ± 2.1 56.3 ± 0.7 

Modulus of Elasticity, E (MPa) 3053 ± 112 2499 ± 431 2613 ± 506 3145 ± 144 2941 ± 300 3457 ± 371 

σ’t (MPa/g) 2.25 ± 0.39 3.70 ± 0.49 3.74 ± 0.82 4.31 ± 0.18 4.55 ± 0.38 4.85 ± 0.06 

% Increase (σ’t) -- 64% 66% 92% 102% 116% 

E’t (MPa/g) 184 ± 10 239 ± 35 235 ± 42 273 ± 14 288 ± 37 298 ± 32 

% Increase (E’t) -- 30% 27% 48% 57% 62% 

 

     Improvements in specific properties can be observed between the unreinforced specimens (T-U1) to the 

prestressed jute- (T-J1) and flax-reinforced specimens (T-F1, T-F2, T-F3). As anticipated, the jute-reinforced 

specimens (T-J1) did not show as significant improvements in specific properties over the unreinforced case (T-U1) 

compared to the flax-reinforced composites. However, the T-F3 samples exhibited the highest increases in σ’t 
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(116%) and E’t (62%) in comparison to the solid PLA specimens (T-S1). The flax-reinforced specimens (T-F3) also 

showed a maximum increase in σ’t over the unreinforced ducted specimens (T-U1) from 3.70 MPa/g to 4.85 MPa/g 

and in E’t from 239 MPa/g to 298 MPa/g. These results suggest that the increase in mechanical properties may be 

attributed not only to cross-sectional geometry (e.g., solid or ducted) but also to additional fiber prestressing. In 

addition to all of the samples exhibiting statistically significant increases in both σ’t and E’t compared to T-S1, an 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) confirmed that increases in σ’t and E’t from the unreinforced case (T-U1) for flax-

reinforced specimen groups T-F2 and T-F3 are statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). 

3.3 Flexural properties of prestressed NFCs 

The results from the flexural mechanical tests of the solid, unreinforced, and prestressed flax-fiber composite I-

beams are shown in Table 6. Similar to the tensile mechanical data, the results indicate that 50% prestressed flax-

reinforced specimens (F-F2) exhibited the greatest increase in specific flexural strength (σ’f) and specific flexural 

rigidity (EI’f) compared to the unreinforced case (F-U1), which can be attributed to higher levels of prestressing. 

The improvements due to prestressing can be observed from the increase in flexural properties when comparing the 

F-F1 (25% prestressing) and F-F2 (50% prestressing) specimens. The flexural strength increased by 11%, 14%, and 

14% in the top edge, bottom edge, and reinforcement, respectively, and the flexural rigidity increased by 12%. The 

50% prestressed flax-reinforced (F-F2) specimens also demonstrated improved specific properties when compared 

to the unreinforced (F-U1) and solid (F-S1) specimens. The F-F2 specimens exhibited 10% and 12% increases in 

strength-to-weight ratios and 9% and 10% increases in rigidity-to-weight ratios when compared to F-U1 and F-S1 

specimens, respectively. The results indicate that (1) the cross-sectional geometry (e.g., solid or ducted) can reduce 

the weight of the samples without compromising the flexural capacity and (2) increasing the degree of fiber 

prestressing can improve the specific flexural properties of natural fiber reinforced PLA specimens. 

Table 6. Average flexural mechanical property comparisons between the solid (F-I-S1), 

unreinforced (F-I-U1) and prestressed flax natural fiber-reinforced PLA composites.  

Specimen 

Flexural Mechanical Properties Specific Flexural Mechanical Properties 

Strength (Mpa)  Rigidity, EI 

(N-m2) 

σ'f 

(MPa/g) 

% 

Increase 

(σ'f) 

EI'f 

(N-m2/g) 

% 

Increase 

(EI'f) σtop σbot σr 

F-S1 68.8 ± 3.2 -68.8 ± 3.2 - 38.6 ± 0.6 1.37 ± 0.058 0% 0.77 ± 0.007 0% 

F-U1 63.8 ± 9.0 -74.5 ± 10.4 - 35.8 ± 5.5 1.39 ± 0.081 1% 0.78 ± 0.051 1% 

F-F1 61.9 ± 1.0 -49.3 ± 0.9 -215.5 ± 3.9 34.3 ± 0.7 1.37 ± 0.021 0% 0.76 ± 0.015 -1% 

F-F2 68.9 ± 3.7 -56.1 ± 3.7 -245.8 ± 15.7 38.3 ± 3.8 1.53 ± 0.052 12% 0.85 ± 0.077 10% 
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3.4 Predictive Modeling of Prestressed NFC Tensile Mechanical Properties 

Using the material properties, specimen dimensions, and prestressing forces presented in Section 2.3 as inputs, the 

two theoretically derived analytical equations (Eq. 13 and Eq. 15) were used to predict the experimentally obtained 

tensile mechanical properties. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the theoretical and experimental results for the 

tensile strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios of the prestressed NFC specimens. As indicated in Figure 4, 

all analytically predicted tensile mechanical properties were greater than those found via experimental data. While 

other authors have found that predicted tensile properties of unstressed, short-fiber NFCs using various rule of 

mixture models were also higher than experimental results, the higher predictions can be attributed to imperfect 

bonding between fibers and matrices [38]. The higher theoretical predictions in this study, however, were 

anticipated due to the well-known phenomenon of loss in prestressing upon prestressed fiber release during 

manufacture. The difference between experimental and theoretical results may be attributed to these and additional 

factors related to assumptions (i.e., linear elasticity), faults in the anchorage system, and additional prestress losses 

that may have occurred prior to (or during) experimental mechanical testing.  

     Given that the theoretical model provided fairly consistent overestimations of the prestressed tensile NFC 

behavior, an adjustment factor was employed not only to more accurately predict the tensile specific mechanical 

properties, but also to serve as a proxy for estimating prestress loss. Calibrating the results to within a ten percent 

(10%) margin of error or less of the experimentally-obtained values, the adjustment factors that were used for tensile 

strength-to-weight and tensile stiffness-to-weight ratios were 0.87 and 0.95, respectively. Incorporating each 

corresponding adjustment factor into Eq. 13 and Eq. 15 produced adjusted theoretical specific mechanical property 

values that are also shown in Figure 4. The theoretical predictions of mechanical properties using appropriate 

adjustment factors result in differences from experimental results of 0%, 0.4%, and 4.6% in strength-to-weight ratios 

and 9.4%, 4.1%, and 7.7% in stiffness-to-weight ratios for T-F1, T-F2, and T-F3, respectively. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of experimentally and theoretically obtained composite tensile specific 

mechanical properties with and without adjustment factors to account for fiber prestress loss. 

 

4. Discussion 

The results obtained from this study suggest that fiber prestressing is a feasible technique that may be employed to 

more fully utilize the inherently high stiffness and strength of natural fibers in the design and fabrication of high-

performance NFCs with high specific mechanical properties. This increase in specific mechanical properties 

translates to overall reductions in material quantities required for load-bearing applications. Minimizing material 

quantities (and reducing waste through additive manufacturing techniques) are inherently linked to economic and 

environmental benefits [39].  

     This approach will likely be most suitable for polymers with higher strengths in compression than in tension, 

such as the PLA material investigated herein. In addition, while its low Tg would limit its suitability for a number of 

load-bearing applications, this PLA matrix serves as a model system for other high-density polymeric matrices (e.g., 

HDPE) that are more suitable for construction-related applications.  

     Despite the positive results obtained in this study, several challenges exist for obtaining consistent behavior and 

mechanical properties of prestressed NFCs. Variation in fiber properties is often cited as a limitation of NFCs. 
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However, as in this study, the variability can be reduced by using fiber strands rather than using continuous single 

fibers. The twisting of fiber into bundles and strands can reduce mechanical property variability, but may also 

reduce overall mechanical properties compared to single, continuous filaments of fiber. Relatedly, future advances 

in fiber processing and plant genetic technologies may contribute to improvements in consistency of natural fiber 

products. For example, Musialak, et al. [40] recently produced a flax plant using a transgenic approach with 

decreased pectin content and more efficiently extracted useable fibers from the stem tissue. Another challenge 

revealed in the present work was that prestress losses might occur during post-tensioning and anchoring of fiber 

strands. It is imperative that subsequent investigations consider the effectiveness of different prestressing anchorage 

techniques on minimizing prestress losses. The methodologies and results reported in these studies can inform 

predictions regarding the expected losses when implementing different anchorage systems and techniques. 

     In addition, a number of scientific and economic challenges may impede the replacement of synthetic, petroleum-

based composites with biobased NFCs. Although the environmental benefits of biorenewable materials have been 

routinely demonstrated, fully biobased composites tend to exhibit low specific mechanical properties (as addressed 

herein), poor moisture resistance [41-43], and susceptibility to long-term viscoelastic deformation under sustained 

loads (creep) [44,45]. Relaxation of fibers and creep are especially critical in evaluating the long-term stability of 

prestressed-fiber NFCs. Relatedly, current research shows promising progress in improving the hygrophobicity of 

natural fibers through physical and chemical fiber treatments [46] and creep deformation [47]. However, biopolymer 

matrices (e.g., PLA, PHB) face current economic constraints since they are currently more costly to manufacture 

than their synthetic counterparts. The demand for biopolymers and bioplastics is expected to grow, and it is 

anticipated that the cost of these materials will become more economically competitive over time [48,49].  

     In summary, opportunities exist to leverage this work in developing novel classes of high-performance NFCs. 

While this study investigated the mechanical performance of two natural fibers, namely jute and flax, one 

biopolymer (PLA), and two geometric arrangements, the proposed fiber prestressing technique is potentially viable 

for other geometries, natural fibers (e.g., silk, hemp, kenaf, abaca), and polymer matrices. Further experimental and 

theoretical research is needed, however, to evaluate the immediate and long-term performance of prestressed natural 

fibers in combination with other polymer matrix systems. 
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5. Conclusions 

This study investigated the effect of initial fiber prestressing on the specific tensile and flexural properties of natural 

fiber-reinforced polylactic acid (PLA) composite materials. The effect of fiber type (e.g., jute, flax), matrix cross-

sectional geometry, number of reinforcement strands, and level of initial fiber prestress on the tensile and flexural 

strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios of PLA matrices were examined herein.  

     Experimental results confirm that utilizing additive manufacturing (3D printing) to produce more efficient 

structural shapes can improve the specific tensile and flexural mechanical properties of PLA composites and that 

these properties can be further improved via initial fiber post-tensioning. Given the superior tensile properties of flax 

compared to jute fiber strands, the flax-reinforced members with the greatest applied prestress force and fiber 

content exhibited the most notable improvement in specific mechanical properties. The data indicate increases of 

116% and 62% for tensile strength- and stiffness-to-weight, respectively, and 12% and 10% for flexural specific 

strength- and rigidity-to-weight, respectively, compared to solid, unreinforced PLA specimens. In addition, an 

adjusted theoretical model derived to predict the improved tensile mechanical behavior of prestressed NFCs was 

validated by predicting experimental results with a margin of error of less than 10%. Despite existing challenges 

associated with prestressed NFCs (e.g., fiber variability, anchorage systems, biopolymer economics), the results 

presented in this study suggest that prestressing continuous natural fiber reinforcement is a promising new paradigm 

for advancing the field of NFC science and engineering. 
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